REPORT HIGH END MUNICH

GREAT SOUNDS
IN MUNICH
The annual High End show is the world's most important stage for the sensations
and innovations of the world’s audio manufacturers. STEREO was there to bring you
all the news and experiences, and was particularly impressed – not to mention
completely surprised by one presentation in particular.
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I

t was an almost sacred moment when
Antonio Carlos Jobim's "Girl From
Ipanema" – of course the famous Verve
original from 1963 with Stan Getz and
Astrud Gilberto – was played in the Burmester room. The unpretentious, but
mind-blowing, presentation of the familiar piece created an unprecedented spell,
the music completely integrated and softly
flowing, but still concentrated and controlled to deliver real goosebumps.
Two novelties from the Berlin company
were involved in the experience: one of
them, the tremendous BC350 loudspeakers, was immediately apparent when walking into the room; to other was hidden,
ready to be revealed. Surprise! The company’s first-ever record player, the "175",
is part of its top-flight "Reference Line"
and comes with an aluminum base, MC
cartridge and the phono equalizer/preamp
from the Phono-Pre 100, allowing it be
connected directly to a line-level input,
for a complete price of approximately
30,000 euros.
The BC 350's 32cm bass drivers breathe
through double-walled porcelain ports
made by KPM produces, and the record
player offers a four-motor drive for

perfect synchronization. Together they
create fascinating high-end superlatives
for the ultimate listening experience.
The inaugural demonstration was preceded by the official introduction of new
CEO Andreas Henke, who switched from
Porsche to Burmester during the company’s 40th anniversary "Chrome Jubilee”.
Company founder and mastermind
Dieter Burmester died in 2015, and his

THE DOUBLE STROKE

T

he four-motor drive of the turntable
not only smoothes out fluctuations, but
also relieves lateral pull on the main bearing,
while the tonearm and MC cartridge are
manufactured for Burmester by renowned suppliers.
The gigantic BC350 loudspeaker weighs its name in
kilograms and can be turned precisely on its solid
base for optimal imaging. If you want, you can also
turn on an extra tweeter on the top for „Live mode“.
The price? Just under 200,000 euros a pair.
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widow Marianne recalled this great personality of the German high-end before
Henke gave an outline of the company's
origins and position as one of the most
renowned in the industry. That makes its
past triumphs hard to top but, as well as
the two new additions, Burmester has set
its car hi-fi sights on one of the most
exclusive vehicles in the world – the
Bugatti Veyron.
MB
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THORENS
MOVES UP

W
MULTIFORMAT

ith the models 903,
905 and 907 announced two years ago, Thorens
is sticking to its subchassis
tradition. The series is now
available with a number of
changes in the construction
- and considerable price
increases.

A

ccustic Arts has reworked its
„reference“ D / A converter, and
the 9990 euro DAC II-Mk3 can now be
used straight into a power amplifier
and can also handle all digital formats
up to 24 bits / 192 kilohertz PCM,
and DSD. There are five digital inputs
including USB.

ALL ABOARD

T

he new Nagra Classic Preamp is in the company’s uncluttered style,
matching the Classic DAC and INT integrated amp, and the tube-powered design build on the performance of the Nagra Jazz preamp. The
traditional Modulometer shows the output level, and the 15,900-euro
preamplifier uses separate power supplies for each channel.

COMPLETELY
REVISED

45 YEARS CANTON: „A45“

T

+ A owner Siegfried
Amft explained the
technical details of the
new multisource MP
3100 HV SACD player/
DAC/streamer/tuner (€
14,000). Apart from the
style, this heavyweight
has been upgraded in
virtually every detail.

T

he outstanding-sounding A45, celebrating
Canton’s 45th anniversary, won’t be available through the usual shops: to be able to offer
it for the price of 3,000 euros, Canton is selling
it directly.
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NAIM‘S NEW
UNITIS

A

fter minor delays, Naim’s
new Uniti series will be
launched by the end of the month
with three models. Pictured is the
Uniti Star network system, which
costs around 4000 euros.

BETTER THAN
YOURS

W

ith that confident statement, Hegel introduces
its H90 integrated amplifier: it’s
a classic design, but besides two
RCA inputs also provides digital
inputs and is network-capable.
60 watts of power per channel
at eight ohms may not seem too
menacing, it does not seem threatening, but the „SoundEngine 2“ is
designed to help the H 90 achieve
maximum bass control and naturalness. Price: 1695 euros.

ALL IN ONE

T

he latest Technics model is the
SC-C70 „Compact Stereo System“,
expected to sell for just under 1000 euros.
A total of five loudspeakers are to be used
for the best sound, and the device has a
CD drive, can be used with a myriad of
sources and is network-capable.

MCGEE’S LEGEND
IN THE STARTING
BLOCKS

I

T

he McGee „Legend“, competitively priced at under 700
euros, is a hybrid integrated amplifier, with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. It’s
from Sintron sister company QVK.

t is not quite finished, but at the
high end show Ballfinger‘s tape
recorder, the first to be developed and
produced for decades, was available
for listening via headphones and for
its functionality to be assessed. The
company is still waiting for the output
electronics, which come from the
Danish amplifier specialist Gamut, but
says that soon everything will be ready
for sale, still at the originally targeted
price of 30,000 euros.

BLOW YOUR HORN

T

he „Seraphin“, at around 124,000 euros a pair, is the midrange model of three
new super-loudspeakers from Odeon Audio. The central two-way system uses
a passive crossover, and is extended by a subwoofer operating up to 38 hertz, as
well as a super tweeter, which rolls in at 17 kilohertz. Odeon CEO Axel Gersdorff
proudly points to the 110-centimeter long reflex channel, which emerges upwards.
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RELEASED FROM
THE AUDIONET

A

t Audionet the new launches
continue: after the Planck CD
player and Watt power amplifier, further
world-class novelties were introduced
in Munich, especially the Stern preamp
and Heisenberg monoblocs, impressively
demonstrated by Sven Schlicher.

LITTLE BLACK
NUMBER

O

ppo’s „Sonica DAC“ (around 1700
euros) is a musical all-rounder,
handling PCM up to 768 kHz and DSD
512 and with a flexible Wi-Fi Streamer.

IN-WALL OFFENSIVE

W

ith the new „Phantom“ series DALI
CEO Lars Worre wants to deliver
„statement in-wall loudspeakers“, the top
model being the S-280 3000 euros apiece.
Their woofers use the company’s innovative
SMC technology, which keeps distortions
and stray fields at bay, while the outer
“drivers” are in fact passive radiators.

MODULAR POWER

OPERA HERO

M

udra Akustik’s modular power cleaning system uses separating transformer blocks and filter networks, which can be
used individually or combined. The highlight
is a hefty 2.5kVa transformer, together with
the control and fuse. Prices? Around 2500
Euro. 1800 euros and down to 1500 euros
for a version with 1.0 KVA transformer and
a filter equipped with five outputs. Damping
feet under all components ensure a safe
stand as well and decoupling.

V

erity Audio from Canada has
replaced its „Leonore“ speaker
with the 18,000 euro/pr „Otello“, the
new model being distinguished by
the detachable sound guide around
the midrange and tweeter, similar to
that on the existing Verity. As usual,
two woofers are located in the back
of the bass box, and co-owner Julien
Pelchat says the Otello has four-ohm
nominal impedance.

STONE WITNESSES
HEADPHONE AMP

B

eta is the name of the new, two-piece headphone amplifier from SilentWire. It sounds
excellent, and also allows both signal and power
wiring to be changed.
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T

he Fischer & Fischer SN 670 (23,600
euro a pair) is a downsized version of the
SN 770: it consists of two modules instead
of three, is made of slate, and uses the
same drivers as its big sister, including the
fast-paced AMT film tweeter. Also new is the
SN 470 M with forward-facing rather than
side-firing woofers, at 14,700 euros / pair
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NOT TO BE MISSED

G

rabbing the attention at the entrance
was the new gilded Berlina AC 7 by
Gauder Akustik. Roland Gauder says the
new housing, with its with individually
milled, layered 40 mm aluminum discs, not
only allows a variety of different coatings,
such as gold or chrome, but also has sonic
benefits.

DENON HEOS IN THE
HOME CINEMA

W

ith its „AVR“ (around 900 euros),
Denon expands the Heos range with
a full-fledged AV receiver, which brings some
exciting options like Wi-Fi operation of the
rear speakers.

NEW GIANT BOX

B

oss Günther Nubert provides a
handy size-comparison for his
company’s new nuVero 170 speakers.
The large floorstander has been in
the range for just a few weeks.

AURUM CUM LAUDE

A

ccording to Quadra’s Sascha Reckert,
its Aurum electronics are getting a new
generation. The C8 CD player and A8 amplifier
are soon to arrive in the STEREO listening room.

EARTHQUAKE
GENERATOR

A
CONGRATULATIONS

O

n the occasion of its 40th birthday,
Dynaudio – the legendary manufacturer of two-way speakers – launches the
„Special Forty“, at around 3000 euros a
pair. The drivers – a 17cm woofer and a
tweeter based on the famous „Esotar“ –
have neodymium magnets and have been
specifically developed for the Forty.
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scendo boss Stefan Köpf not
only exhibited out his 50cm
subwoofer, which was conceived
for top-home cinemas, but occasionally also fired it up, which left
a powerful impression. The driver
alone weighs 130 kg.
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REGA NEWS

T

he British company has reworked its „Apollo“ CD player and „Brio“ amplifier.
The work concentrated on fine-tuning, according to Paula Knorn from the
German distribution, but the visual appearance is also modernized. The two cost
about 800 euros each.

COMEAU‘S ELEVEN

D

eveloper Peter Comeau was on the IAG stand to
launch the new Wharfedale Diamond 11 speakers,
designed to set new standard in the entry-level sector.

VINTAGE LOOK

PHONAR GETS
ACTIVATED

T

EAC is strengthening
its role as a retro brand
in the Pioneer / Onkyo conglomerate, the latest proof
being the flexible streaming
receiver NR-7CD (around
3500 euros): the latest
technology is hidden behind
a great aluminum façade.

K

ai Henningsen demonstrated at the
booth the new active module, including WLAN / Wi-Fi, for the Phonar Veritas
series. As well as amplification it also had
the most advanced network technology.
The smallest pair is 2000 Euros.

FIRST DIGI-HELP

W

ith the DAT RS 05 (around
500 Euro), the „Lake People“ presented a digital solution
with FEMTO clock, jitter killer,
re-clocker, resampler and volume
control – it’s an ideal partner for
digital active monitors.
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NEW 70S

A

smiling Jürgen
Timm
showed
us Pioneer’s N-70AE
(around 1300 euro), the
successor of one of our
network favorites. The
new entry offers better
DACs, more streaming
services and extended
Wi-Fi connectivity.

MICRO PRECURSOR

7

68 kHz capability is available from the new
Pro-Ject Pro Box S 2 Digital, which uses the
highest-quality components within despite a very
affordable 370 price

LONG-AWAITED,
NOW AVAILABLE

N

AD’s M 50.2 (top, around 4500
euros) is now available. The
music server fulfils the function of
the former M 50, 51 and 52 and is
recommended as a comprehensive
music center.

AUSTRALIAN GENIUS

K

eith Louis Eichmann was the first to question established RCA plug thinking with his mass-reduced
bullet plugs years ago. Now available under the „KLE“
brand are the latest ideas on the subject.

CODENAME
„WASHING
MACHINE“

A LITTLE LIME

L

indemann has ported the qualities of its MusicBook series into
a more affordable miniature format:
the Limetree Bridge has a LAN input
and two USB outputs for any DAC.

T

he high-end „Finkteam“ WM-4 speaker
from Karl-Heinz Fink sounded excellent: it weighs
140 kilograms and costs
around 65,000 euros.

JUST LISTENING

T

ry-out counters for headphones proved highly popular: pictured is Focal‘s
powerful headphone suite.
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ALL ABOARD!

ONE BECOMES THREE

A

U

new class of record
players is growing, complete with integrated phono
and headphone amplifiers.
Clearaudio reacts to the trend
in the USA with the 2450 euro
„Concept Active“, complete
with MM cartridge and available in four different housing
variants. The headphone
volume is adjusted by means
of a small knurled wheel, right
front on the top.

nder the umbrella „The Ones“, Genelec
transposes the striking design of the
superb 8351 active speakers into a whole range.

MQA-READY

M

oon’s high-quality
780D DAC can
decode MQA data, has
a streamer on board and
can be controlled by the
„MIND“ app. The price is
12,500 euros.

FURTHER DISCOVERIES

E

lac expands its electronics range with
three models: a pre-amplifier and power
amplifier as well as an enhanced version of
the superb Discovery streamer with tuning by
Alchemy Audio. Each of the three devices will
cost approximately 2500 euros.

TUNING GOOD, ALL GOOD

H

e just can’t leave things alone! Audio Physic
developer Manfred Diestertich equipped his
„Codex“ with ceramic foam tiles. They bring stability
and cost hardly any volume. Well done!

GROWING ON
A BUDGET

A

nother prototype: an
affordable turntable
by Perpetuum Ebner. The
PE800 is expected to cost
just under 1000 euros.
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DYNAMIC PURE

I

n order to prove the qualities
of the „Trio XD“ (from 40,000
euros) along with a huge horn
subwoofer, Avantgarde Acoustic
recruited Hamburg-based Oded
Kafri. The agile percussionist
literally heated the audience in
his always-packed sessions.

HIGHER GRADO

A

rriving just in time for the
show was Grado’s high-end
PS 2000e headphone (around 3000
euros). Two years in development,
it has a completely new chassis
with reworked geometry, and special materials in the hybrid metal
and wood hanger.

NEW HEADPHONE AMP

M
HECO IN HARMONY

A

fter the huge „Dreiklang“, this
year the small „Harmony“ (unit
price 1000 Euro) arrived to complete
the Heco Direkt family. The wide
range of the prototype sounded
outstanding in the demonstration.

anuel Ricke from Sennheiser holds the new HDV
820 (around 2400 euros): it’s
equipped with better D / A converters and has two connectors
for the new 4.4mm Pentaconn
plug in addition to the jack and
four-pin sockets.

BLUE HOUR

W
PLENTY
OF HORNS

M

usical „walking acts“ such
as the first female Alphorn
group „Werdenfelserinnen“
attended the fair: here the ladies
turn on the alpine atmosphere.
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olfgang Linhard from the
McIntosh’s German distribution had decorated the company’s presentation room all in blue,
complete with e matching blue LP
cover. It was an oasis for the eyes
amidst all the show’s bling.
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ELAC
DOWNSIZES

BROUGHT TO HIS KNEES

R

obert Czesany from the Grazer „HiFi Team“ with
his Ayon demonstration system together with
„Conquistador“ flagship preamp and Lumen White’s
brand new „Kyara“ loudspeaker (48,000 Euro / pair).
four ohms, and has four analog inputs. It’s based on
the company’s pricier models, and has a D/ A converter
module and a phono stage available as options.

A

s a smaller model in
the „Concentro“ line,
ELAC developer Rolf Janke
presented the „Concentro
M“, using a big coax driver
for mids and treble. The
price is open.

BEST CONNECTIONS

W

BT’s 710 is the most advanced speaker terminal from the Essen
plug specialist, being is designed to combine the lowest mass
with an optimum grip including the best contact damping. There are
three surfaces of choice (gold, copper, silver), and the unit price is
exactly 46.55 euros.

SWISS FIRECRACKERS

S

oulution makes its range more affordable with its 3 Series models.
The 330 integrated starts at 17,000 euros, is rated at 200 watts per
channel into four ohms, and has four analog inputs. It’s based on the
company’s pricier models, and has a D/ A converter module and a phono
stage available as options.

DUNNING NAME

M

etaxas Audio could hardly have
come up with a more appropriate
name than „Memento Mori“ for its
skull-shaped headphone amplifier (from
5000 euros). It’s certainly memorable…

HAVE AN
ORANGE!

R

alf Koenen, owner and
developer of Progressive
Audio, introduced the brandnew „Extreme 4 USM“ in
flashy orange. Like all Extreme
models, these are also available in classic design.
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AIR-CORED

S

ince air is the best
isolator after a
vacuum, In-Akustik‘s
new LS-4004 AIR speaker
cable keeps its 16 hollow
conductors separated in a
matrix. Banana or spade
connections are available,
and these foldable to facilitate connection in tight
corners. A three-meter
pair is around 5600 euros.

THE ANNIVERSARY
CONTINUES

KEF FORMS A NEW Q

K

A

EF carries its core Q series into a
new generation, with sharper, cleaner styling, new drivers and retail prices
between 230 and 775 euros.

VM Managing Director Udo
Besser presented at the fair
more models in the 30 series, launched to celebrate the company’s
three decades. The MP 30 (around
2400 euros) is a highly flexible streamer, and the 30 series, originally
only sold in Germany, will now be
exported too.

FAMILY MEMBERS
UTOPIA EVOLUTION

U

nder the „Evo“ name, Focal is
updating its Utopia series to
the latest state-of-the-art with fresh
insights. The new Scala Evo, for
example, benefits from the „TMD“
(tuned mass damping) bead, which
reduces the inherent resonances of
diaphragm clamping and reduces distortions. Further improvements affect
the other drivers and the crossover,
and the Scala Evo costs around 32,000
euros a pair.

THE LEGEND LIVES

T

he Dynaco 70 tube amplifier was an
early high-end model, and became
and a bestseller. The 70X is a modernized
reincarnation.
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H

ans Manfred Strassner presents the
new HMS Suprema cable with the
extremely charming accompaniment of
his wife and daughter.

